SOLID WASTE RATES – EFFECTIVE 10/1/2018

(K) Solid waste.

(1) Residential collection service:
   Base Services including trash, bulk, recycling, and hazardous waste, per month ................................................................. $20.92
   Extra trash container, per month, per cart .............................................. $7.80
   Special bulk pick-up, non-trash day ........................................... $30.00 each
   Landfill drop off, paid at gate ..................................................... $15.00 each

(2) Apartments serviced by commercial dumpster collection, per month, per unit ................................................................. $10.22

(3) Commercial/Apartment mixed use sharing a solid waste container: Each 150 square feet of commercial space sharing a solid waste container with apartment space will be treated as an additional apartment unit for solid waste fees.

(4) Commercial and retail service (for locations that cannot be serviced with typical commercial methods):
   Automated cart, per month, per cart ..................................................... $20.40